YOUNG DRIVERS ARE CARELESS AND OVERCONFIDENT, AND TOO MANY ARE KILLED IN ACCIDENTS. TO ELIMINATE THIS PROBLEM, WE COULD TEACH CHILDREN THE SKILLS OF SAFE DRIVING WHILE THEY ARE AT SCHOOL. TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH THIS STATEMENT?

It is generally accepted that how to drive carefully is the paramount important issue to save our life in our society, nowadays. One of the main arguments in favour against young driver is careless and overconfident and having many people is killed by accident. Besides, to be eliminative these problems, we should teach the children the skills of safe driving at school. In my opinion, I partly agree with this statement. There are a plenty of convincing arguments to support my perspective.

There is a tendency to believe that the young drivers are permanently the main reason to cause the accident on the road. They have strength health but without the experiences resolving the dangerous or emergency circumstances. Especially, they are too young to conceive the right or wrong things in their life and tempted easily to wrong ways such as car chases like Holy hood films, more endangered as drunken driving.

By these reason above, it is understood that the school is the places, where the young would be taught the skills of safe driving as well as how to know the dangerous situations when driving on the road. The government should provide the learning safety traffic inner the education curriculums in the school.

However, some people think that everything is not totally belong to young people. There are the other troubles. The systems of routes are extremely bad, in which is one of the reasons to cause the traffic accidents, for instance. The other reason is consciousness of the population when they circulate by vehicles on the streets. Particularly, we are living in the fast paced era which the people always fight the clock in their work, thus they might pass the red light or jump queue within traffic congestion cases or something like that. As soon as they do that they never know that the accident might cure immediately.

In conclusion, I think the point of views is very clear, there is no need further argument that the younger is not careful and they is culprit to cause the death in accident. The important thing I completely agree that the government should be set up the learning safety traffic in the education school’s curriculum as soon as they are child.
It is generally accepted that knowing how to drive carefully is the paramount important issue in saving our lives in our society nowadays. One of the main arguments in favour against claims that young drivers are careless and overconfident and having thus many people are killed by accident. Besides, to be therefore, to eliminate these problems, we should teach the children the skills of safe driving at school. In my opinion, I partly agree with this statement. There are plenty of convincing arguments to support my perspective.

There is a tendency to believe that the young drivers are the permanently the main reason to cause the of accidents on the road. They have strength and health but without the experiences to resolve the dangerous or emergency circumstances. Especially, if they are too young to conceive the right or wrong things in their life and tempted easily to wrong ways such as car chases like Holy hood films, more or actions that endangered such as drunken driving.

By for these reason above, it is understood that the school is the place where the young would should be taught the skills of safe driving as well as where they should learn how to know the dangerous situations when driving on the road. The government should provide the learning traffic safety the education curriculums in the school.

However, some people think that everything is not totally belong the fault of young people. There are the other troubles. The systems of routes are extremely bad, in which is one of the reasons to cause traffic accidents, for instance. The other reason is consciousness of the population when they circulate by vehicles on the streets. Particularly, we are living in the fast paced era in which the people always fight the clock in their work, thus they might pass the red light or jump queue within when there is traffic congestion cases or something like that. As soon as they do that they never know that the accident might come immediately.

In conclusion, I think the my point of views is very clear. There is no need further argument that the young er is people are not careful and they is culprit to cause the death in accidents. The important thing I completely agree is that the government should be set up the learning traffic safety in the education school’s curriculum as soon as they are child.

A bit long, though the content and organization are fine. Again, way too much direct translation from Vietnamese!!! If you don’t know the structure in English (That is, the ‘idiomatic’ usage) write in simpler structures....